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Glossary

The Glossary contains definitions of key terms used in the tool.  For some
definitions, examples of words that some users of the tool may be more
familiar with are provided.

Consumers are any persons who use goods and services.  Consumers of
consumer-directed services are people with disabilities of all ages,
including persons with:

1. Cognitive needs which include autism, mental retardation, brain
injury, dementia (including Alzheimer’s Disease, AIDS-related
dementa);

2. Physical needs due to accidents, injuries, illnesses, age-related
conditions, developmental conditions such as muscular dystrophy,
and sensory impairments (including vision and hearing losses,
deafness, and blindness).

Consumer choice is provided when there is a range of service options to
meet the diverse needs of consumers. The degree to which consumers
have choice must go beyond the range of service choices and include
opportunities for consumers to decide when and where services will be
provided, and how and by whom tasks will be performed.  
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Consumer direction describes programs and services where people are given
maximum choice and control. Consumer direction may also be called
“self-determination” or “independent living.” When people say they
want to be “independent” or they want “autonomy” or “self-direction,”
they are talking about consumer direction too.

In consumer-directed programs, consumers can choose to select, manage
and dismiss their workers.

1. “Select” means consumers choose who will work for them. This is
true when they hire the person. It is also true when another person
or an organization helps them in the hiring process. The important
thing is that consumers make the final decision about who will work
for them.

2. “Manage” means the consumer trains and directs the worker about
what to do. Consumers may choose to have someone assist them
with training and supervising.  The important thing is that the
consumer decides what, when and how things will be done.

3. “Dismiss” means that consumers make the final decision about
letting a worker go if the relationship is not working out.  The
consumer may be the one who fires the worker or they may tell a
person or organization that they are dissatisfied and get them to do
the actual firing.

In consumer-directed programs, consumers can decide which services to
use, which workers to hire, and what time of day they will come. They
can decide whether to hire family members and whether to spend the
available funds on things other than services (like appliances or home
modifications).  In some consumer-directed programs, consumers pay
their workers themselves; in others, consumers choose to have an
“intermediary service organization” handle payments.

Home and community based services offer services and other supports to
help people with disabilities of all ages to live in the community. Each
state has a mix of programs and funding sources.  The Medicaid
program pays for many of these services in all states.  There are also
other federal, state and local dollars that fund home and community
based services, including the Social Services Block Grant (SSBG), Older
Americans Act (OAA), Education and Rehabilitation funds and State
General funds.  

Intermediary Service Organizations (ISOs) may provide assistance to
consumers who choose consumer direction. An ISO may also be called
“fiscal intermediary” or “employer agent.” ISOs may perform one or
more of the following tasks to support consumers: 

1. Provide training on worker management issues.

2. Assist consumers with managing their workers.

3. Assist with paperwork required when consumers use vouchers or
cash to pay their workers (such as filling out time sheets, completing
tax forms, and paying Social Security taxes).

Service Coordinators assist consumers to assess their need for services,
arrange and coordinate the services, and monitor the services.  Different
programs use different terms, including “case managers,” “care
managers” and “service brokers.”

“Case manager” is the term for “service coordinator” used by the
Medicaid Program and some state HCBS programs. In addition to
assessing the need for services, arranging and coordinating services, case
managers may also approve or “authorize” payments for home and
community based services.


